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Writing summaries. Linking words
Additive (adding 
further ideas):

Resultative 
(expressing causes, 

reasons, results, 
consequences):

contrastive: 
(contrasting, 

opposing)

organizational (organizing 
and structuring the text, 

listing):

1. Additionally / in 
addition

2. Equally
3. Furthermore
4. Moreover
5. similarly

 

1. Accordingly
2. As a consequence
3. As a result
4. Consequently
5. Hence
6. In consequence
7. In (the) light of 

this (that)
8. In view of this 

(that)
9. Therefore

10. thus

 

1. by/in contrast
2. However
3. Nevertheless
4. Nonetheless
5. On the contrary
6. On the one hand 

…. On the other 
hand

 

1. Firstly, secondly, thirdly
2. Finally
3. In brief
4. In conclusion (to 

conclude)
5. In its (their) turn 
6. In short
7. In sum (to sum up, 

summing up, to 
summarize)

8. In summary
9. Lastly

10. Respectively
11. subsequently

 



1. To develop robots and drones 

2. Gigaworld

3. Hololens

4. new generation of high-speed stable networks

5. mixed reality

6. have access to broadband speeds

7. automated living

8. to lag

9. Telehealth

10. virtual telepresence 

Guess the meaning of the words and predict 
topic of the video



1. Listen to the video and place the words 
above in the right order
2. After you listen, answer the following questions:

1. What is Gigaworld based on? 

2. What are the three sectors which should thrive in the 
next decade?

3. What constrains today such technologies as Hololens?

4. How can high speed internet reduce unnecessary visits 
to hospital?

5. How can robots and significant amount of bandwidth 
help maintain cities?



Listen again, taking notes, then prepare a summary of the video

I. In the beginning of your summary, try to use the following words and 
phrases:

1. To evolve way beyond expectations

2. To be entering Gigaworld

3. have access to broadband speeds of 1 gigabit per second 

4. A new generation of high-speed stable networks 

5. future worth billions

6. To unlock a market value of 250 to 660 Billions Euros

7. To thrive in the next decade

8. mixed reality

9. virtual telepresence 

10. automated living

II. In the middle of your summary, write briefly about advantages in three main 
spheres of life due to the broadband speeds
III. In the end, write about the role policy makers can play to accelerate or hold it 
back the Gigaworld revolution


